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WINTER 2009 27 “Whether It Really Be Truth or Fiction” Colonel Reuben T. Durrett, the Filson Club, and Historical Memory in Postbellum Kentucky Jacob F. Lee The late nineteenth century witnessed widespread public interest in history. Obsessions with genealogy, relics and the past as a whole prompted the creation of hereditary organizations and historical societies. On May 15, 1884, ten prominent Louisvillians met at the home of Col. Reuben T. Durrett to establish the Filson Club, presently Kentucky's oldest private historical society. Durrett was the Filson's primary founder and served as president for almost thirty years. During that
time, he and the club members collected and preserved manuscripts, books, and relics relating to and wrote about Kentucky's pioneer era, avoiding the Civil War and the still-heated feelings about the sectional conflict. The Filson also worked to erect monuments to Kentucky explorers as a way to preserve the memory of the state's past. As the club gained prominence as a center of Kentucky history and Durrett became a nationally recognized expert, the Filson created a lasting perception that the pioneer era—and Durrett and the club's particular interpretation of that period—represented all of Kentucky's past. The historical craze that swept the United States in the late nineteenth century began in the wake of the 1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. One of the results of the exposition was the Colonial Revival, best known as an architectural style, but which also prompted history enthusiasts to collect artifacts and manuscripts and preserve historic sites and buildings. Portrait of Reuben T. Durrett (1824-1913) by Aurelius Reveaugh (1840-1908), c. 1909. 
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To further this agenda, historically minded individuals founded numerous public and private historical societies and rejuvenated those that had languished in previous decades. In these years, the wealthy funded “great libraries, museums, universities, and . . . incredible collections of civilization's treasures.”1 Sharing the same goals, Reuben T. Durrett decided that Kentucky needed a historical club to study the state's history and preserve important manuscripts, printed material, and artifacts from its past. The growth of a professional class of historians accompanied the heightened popular interest in history. In 1880, inspired by the German style of “scientific history,” Herbert Baxter Adams established his famous seminar in history at the Johns Hopkins University, and his graduate students soon spread across the United States, bringing their new historical thinking with them. Many of these historians helped found historical societies and archives across the South. Though part of the same boom in historical interest, these institutions had little in common ideologically with the Filson Club. The divided political history of Kentucky necessitated a different approach than in states such as Alabama and Mississippi, where early state-sponsored archives benefited from a common understanding of the past (at least among their white patrons, employees, and benefactors). The Alabama Department of Archives and History (ADAH) and the Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH), among others, both focused on reclaiming their past from the political upheaval of Reconstruction, which they saw as a repudiation of southern ante bellum culture. Dunbar Rowland, director of the MDAH, demonstrated this in his late-nineteenth century essays, which condemned Reconstruction and presented romanticized views of the planter class and slavery. Many southern histories from the turn of the twentieth century shared the common theme of defending slavery, the planter class, and the Confederate cause, while denouncing the carpetbaggers, scalawags, and black politicians of Reconstruction.2 In Kentucky, the late ante bellum period and the Civil War were times of internal strife rather than regional unification. In response, the Filson Club focused on the common past of the frontier era, roughly from 1750 to 1815. Between the founding of the Filson and Durrett's death, the Filson issued twentiesix volumes of the Filson Club Publications series. Sixteen volumes focused on Kentucky's pioneer period. Others covered a variety of cultural topics ranging from The Life and Writings of Rafinesque (1895), to The Old Masters of the Blue grass (1902), to two volumes on Transylvania University. Only one volume covered a late ante bellum topic not...
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The late nineteenth century witnessed widespread public interest in history. Obsessions with genealogy, relics and the past as a whole prompted the creation of hereditary organizations and historical societies. On May 15, 1884, ten prominent Louisvillians met at the home of Col. Reuben T. Durrett to establish the Filson Club, presently Kentucky's oldest private historical society. Durrett was the Filson's primary founder and served as president for almost thirty years. During that time, he and the club members collected and preserved manuscripts, books, and relics relating to and wrote about Kentucky's pioneer era, avoiding the Civil War and the still-heated feelings about the sectional conflict. The Filson also worked to erect monuments to Kentucky explorers as a way to preserve the memory of the state's past. As the club gained prominence as a center of Kentucky history and Durrett became a nationally recognized expert, the Filson created a lasting perception that the pioneer era—and Durrett and the club's particular interpretation of that period—represented all of Kentucky's past.

The historical craze that swept the United States in the late nineteenth century began in the wake of the 1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. One of the results of the exposition was the Colonial Revival, best known as an architectural style, but which also prompted history enthusiasts to collect artifacts and manuscripts and preserve historic sites and buildings.
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